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Cold Storage WMS

Datex FootPrint® Cold Storage Warehouse Management Software (WMS) Cold
storage is a highly competitive business with sensitive products requiring fast turnaround. The
challenges of low temperature restriction in a warehouse make tracking inventory a complicated task.
Datex’s long standing experience and success record with cold storage software solutions gives us an
edge in this market. We offer a system with advanced features developed specifically for refrigerated
warehousing including the ability to track blast freezing fees, capture temperatures, and automate
accessorial charges. These features, combined with FootPrint®, our core Warehouse Management
System, will guarantee a significant increase in revenue and employee efficiency.

“

We spent months looking at over twenty different WMS solutions before landing on Datex
and looking back I couldn’t be happier with our decision.
-Ross Rydman, GM at Ocean Cold

”

Cold Storage WMS
IARW Compliant Reports
Temperature Capture
Lot Control
Catch Weight /Variable Weight
Blind and Bulk Receiving
Accessorial Charge Capture
Real-time Revenue Capture
RF Putaway
Wave Creation
Pallet Tracking
Cycle Counting and Physical Inventory
Pick and Pack Processing
Real-time Inbound Processing
Billing and Invoicing
Deferred Handling Revenue Tracking
Customer e-Portal
RF Picking
- Single Order Pick
- Batch Pick
- Zone Pick
- Wave Pick
Multi-Customer/Multi-Warehouse Set-up
Inventory Transfer (one owner to another)
Work Order Entry and Processing

Warehouse Management Software (WMS)
Receive more efficient operations with FootPrint®
Meeting customer demands in the 3PL refrigerated warehousing market depends heavily on the
efficiency of the supply chain operations. With FootPrint® WMS, Datex improves the technology
behind the inbound and outbound processes, allowing you to take your cold storage business to a
higher level.

System Benefits
Capture accessorial charges on your RF handheld at any stage of the order process.
Reduce time by selecting shipments based on various criteria to create a wave.
Record temperatures at any stage of the order, shipment or container.
Add flexibility to your picking process by creating single licen se plates or multiple license plates for all outbound shipments.
Track the number of pallets that are on hand and how many have been received and shipped.
Integrate your existing applications directly into the FootPrint® cold storage system.

Implementation:
Datex’s professionals provide a variety of services for successful implementation. With detailed
requirements, definition processes, logistic analysis, solution designs, testing phases, and
implementation, we ensure a smooth transition with minimal system interruptions and a quick return
on investment.

Training & Support:
Training includes detailed manuals and accompanies all of Datex’s software solutions. Training is part
of every basic installation package, online, on premises or at our headquarters in Clearwater, Florida.
Datex offers support for all hardware and software solutions we provide.

Choice of Mobile Devices:
FootPrint® 3PL WMS gives you a choice of the latest and most advanced mobile devices and offers
you the flexibility to integrate back-end applications.
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Contact us today for a
demonstration on how
Datex FootPrint WMS can
help your productivity.
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1 800.933.2839
For more
information on
our WMS Scan Here

